1. Level the area you wish to build your new raised garden box.

2. Position the first corner in its final spot. Slide a board all the way in while making sure the board is flush to the top of the corner. Secure the corner to the board by attaching two screws.

3. Attach the next corner to the same board using two screws while keeping it flush to the top of the corner.

4. Continue this process until you connect and screwed in all of the four boards into the four corners.

5. Now start the second layer. The corners are a pressure fit. Place your second layer corners on top of the first layer corners. Using a hammer, tap each of the four corners until they are all flush.

6. Slide your boards down into the corners and secure each board end with two screws.
7. Place the caps on top of each corner. Secure the cap by hammering them down flush with a hammer. You will notice your cap has four indents on the bottom, only one of them fits. Make sure your cap is positioned correctly before hitting down with a hammer.

8. If you are installing a kit that has 8-foot long boards, will need to install our board alignment stake. Position the stake in the middle of the 8 ft boards on the inside. Hammer stake into the ground 3-4 inches while holding it against the boards. Make sure the stake is 3 inches below the top edge of your garden box.

9. Now secure the stake to the boards using two screws in each board. This will ensure your 8 ft boards will stay aligned.

10. You can now fill your garden box with soil, plant your seeds and enjoy your Precision Edge garden box for years to come.
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